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Pair-symmetric events

P. Bosted, June, 2008

Here are some further considerations of pair-symmetric events,

including those made in the tracker or nearby windows.

First, some basics:

1) The opening angle between the electron and positron in pair

conversions of photons is m_e/E_gam, or of order 1 mr or less

for photon energies above 500 MeV, as relevant for SANE.

So with no magnetic field, the separation at BigCal is on the

level of mm: too small to be detected. The probability for

a photon to convert to e+ e- is about 7/9 per radiation length

of material traversed.

2) pi0 have 98.8% probability to decay to two photons. Opening

angle is of order m_pi/e_pi, or typically 200 mr for SANE

(80 cm at BigCal face). Decays occur within 1 micron of the

production vertex.

3) pi0 have 1.2% probability to decay to e+ e- g (Dalitz decay).

The energy distribution between the two is pretty much flat,

adding to energy the photon would have had. The opening angle

between the two leptons is also very small, as in the case

where a photon converts in the field of a nucleus instead of

the field of the pi0.

So, in the case of SANE, we have about 1.25 cm of NH3 for the

photons produced by pi0's to go through at an angle of 40 deg.,

plus the thickness of the target cup wall, for a total of about

1.3% r.l. Multiplying by two (2 photons) and adding 1.2%, we get

that about 3.8% of all pi0 in the target generate

an e+ e- pair. The average vertical deflection at BigCal is about 

50/P cm,

with p the lepton momentum in GeV. There are three ways to

reject some portion of these events:

1) If only one cluster in BigCal, can distinguish e+ from e-

by using tracker to point back to target (one sign points to

above the target, the other to below the target). If tracker

works properly, this should work pretty well up to 1.2 GeV,

with increasingly large ambiguities with increasing cluster energy.

This technique only works for half of the events, since for e-
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cannot tell if from DIS or pi0.

2) See one cluster in BigCal, but two hits in tracker and in

two Cherenkov mirrors (one above the other) with a gap between them.

This will be about 25% of all e+ e- events, but it is not

clear if backgrounds in tracker and Cherenkov will allow

these to be clearly identified.

3) See two clusters in BigCal, one vertically above the other,

with corresponding hits in Cherenkov and tracker. These events

are very clean, but unfortunately pretty rare. I did a little

simulation, and for the energy of the higher energy cluster

fixed at 1 GeV, approximately 25% will have the energy of the

second cluster above 0.5 GeV, giving a separation of less than

1.5 m. About 30% of these will fit within BigCal, leaving of

order of 10% of e+ e- events with both detected in BigCal.

4) See three clusters in BigCal: just as in case 3) above but

also the other photon from the pi0 decay. These are super-clean,

but only about 2% of all events.

Now lets consider photons (from pi0 decays) that convert in

the tracker. The total probability is 2% per photon (assuming

a total of 1.2 cm of scintillator, plus the target window and the

Cherenkov entrance window)), or 4% per pi0 (about same

as from the target). Since there is still some non-trivial

magnetic field after the target, they bend vertically in opposite

directions.  A simple simulation (˜bosted/sane/pair.f) shows

a deflection of about 2/p cm at BigCal. There are several ways

that we can eliminate some of these events:

1) requiring a signal in the front layer of the tracker eliminates

about 70% of the events (since these convert in the other

downstream layers, on just near the end of the first layer, making

too small a signal).

2) These events will produce almost twice as much light in the

Cherenkov as a normal single electron (magnetic field complicates

this a bit, but it can be simulated for a given BigCal/Lucite/tracker

"track"). So if a double peak is seen in Cherenkov corrected

ADC spectrum, cutting out these events could in principle eliminate

all pairs produced in the tracker.

3) Traceback from BigCal (assuming e+ and e- clusters are merged)

through tracker will point exactly to the target, not above or

below. This could eliminate some of the lower energy events.

4) The cluster in BigCal will be taller vertically than a normal

cluster, because of the spread caused by the magnetic field.
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According to my simple simulation, if we fix the energy of the

higher energy cluster at 1 GeV, here are the probabilities to

find the second "cluster" at a given energy, and the vertical

distance tween the two "clusters" (which will usually get merged

by the cluster algorithm).

Elo(gev)   rel.prob.   d (cm)

0.1          120       22 cm

0.2           87       12

0.3           65       8.7

0.4           49       7

0.5           37       6

0.6           25       5.3

0.7           19       4.8

0.8           16       2.5

0.9           12       4.2

Since the vertical width of a typical single-electron cluster

is of order 3 cm (I this right?), taking the vertical moment

of the cluster size should reveal clusters that are typically

5 to 6 cm tall for e+ e- events. This may not work as well

for events entering BigCal with big angles relative to the

block axis (especially top and bottom). In any case, using

events selected by a missing tracker front layer and a "double"

Cherenkov pulse, one can obtain a reasonably pure selection

of e+e- events and compare to "normal" electrons, and see

how well the vertical cluster size can be used in practice

to reject photon conversions in the tracker area.

5) Two clusters are seen in BigCal (one taller, and with associated

Cherenkov and tracker hits, the other with neither), and invairant

mass is near that of the pion mass. Rough estimate is that this

is 10% to 20% of all events where two photons come from target

from pi0 decay, and one of them converts in the tracker.

All of the above considerations lead to the conclusions that

1) it would be better to not have an absorber in front of the

tracker, unless it is absolutely needed to make the tracker work,

since it will increase background from conversion in tracker area.

2) We should be able to get rid of most conversions in the

tracker area (more so than conversions in the target area).
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